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Stereotype threat is a widely studied phenomenon, first examined by Steele and Aronson (1995). The central idea is that in a situation in which a stereotype of a group to which one belongs becomes salient, concerns about being judged according to that stereotype arise and inhibit performance. Steele and Aronson hypothesized that high stakes testing in employment and higher education admission settings is such a situation. There are stereotypes about women’s performance in math and stereotypes about racial/ethnic group performance on cognitive tests (such as the verbal ability domain examined by Steele and Aronson). It is posited that when the stereotype is made salient to test takers, concerns about the stereotype consume attentional resources and result in lower test scores than would be observed absent stereotype activation. The phenomenon is widely studied; a recent meta-analysis by Shewach, Sackett, and Quint (2019) found over 200 studies of threat effects on cognitive tests in adult samples.

Steele and Aronson (1995) examined whether stereotype activation affected the test performance of Black students relative to White college students. They placed Black and White students into either a threat or a nonthreat condition and gave them the same set of questions from the Graduate Record Examination (GRE). In the nonthreat condition, the students were told that the questions were a problem-solving task that was not diagnostic of ability. In the threat condition, the participants were told that the questions were a test of verbal ability. After controlling for prior SAT scores, Black students in the threat condition performed worse than Black students in the nonthreat condition, worse than White students in the threat condition, and comparably to White students in the non-threat condition.

This experimental design, used by Steele and Aronson and many subsequent researchers, permits two types of comparisons. The first is within-subgroup comparisons: comparing Black performance in different conditions (e.g., threat vs. no threat conditions). This has been the primary focus in meta-analyses of the stereotype literature (e.g., Shewach et al., 2019; Nguyen & Ryan, 2008). The standardized mean difference (d) between minority group per-
formance in a threat condition versus a non-threat or threat removal condition has been the information extracted from each study and subjected to meta-analysis. The second is between-subgroup conditions, such as comparing majority and minority group mean scores in threat conditions or in non-threat conditions. Between-group comparisons are of interest to researchers with an interest in mean differences between groups, with the central question being the degree to which the presence of absence of stereotype threat affects these mean differences.

Thus, both between-group and within-group comparisons are of interest. It is the between-group comparisons reported by Steele and Aronson (1995) that are of interest to us here, as they are commonly misinterpreted. In the highly visible journal American Psychologist, Sackett, Hardison, and Cullen (2004) pointed out the source of misinterpretation, namely, that many readers either ignore or fail to understand the meaning of the fact that the experiment controlled for prior SAT scores. Sackett et al. showed that many interpret the concept of no subgroup difference in the non-threat condition, controlling for prior SAT scores as if it means that subgroup differences have been eliminated in the non-threat condition. The key is understanding the logic of statistical control. Conceptually, Steele and Aronson were asking “given a Black and a White student with the same prior SAT score, what subsequent test performance would be observed in threat vs. non-threat conditions.” A finding of no subgroup difference in the non-threat condition means that Black and White students with comparable prior SAT scores perform comparably in a non-threat experimental condition, and finding lower Black student performance in the threat condition than the non-threat condition shows that threat does lower Black student performance in the experimental setting.

Steele and Aronson (1995) reported that the mean prior SAT scores for the Black and White students in their Study 2 differed by just over half a standard deviation (mean of 655 for White students and 603 for Black students on a test with an SD of 100). Thus, the reported finding of “no difference in the non-threat condition” does not mean that the Black–White mean difference is eliminated when threat is not present but rather that the mean difference is the same as would be expected given the mean difference on the prior SAT.

Sackett et al. (2004) showed that 90.9% of journal articles and 55.6% of textbooks that described the Steele and Aronson (1995) study incorrectly interpreted the findings as showing that subgroup differences were eliminated in the non-threat condition (we note that Steele and Aronson did not misinterpret their findings; the error is made by others). Sackett et al. included a number of examples; we repeat one here:

Steele and Aronson (1995) found that when Black and White college students were given a difficult test of verbal ability presented as a diagnostic test of intellectual ability, Blacks performed more poorly on the tests than Whites. However, in another condition, when the exact same test was presented as simply a laboratory problem-solving exercise, Blacks performed equally as well as Whites on the test. One simple adjustment to the situation (changing the description of the test) eliminated the performance differences between Whites and Blacks. (Wolfe & Spencer, 1996, p. 180)

This characterization of the results is not only incorrect but, in our opinion, dangerous. Finding mean differences between Blacks and Whites on cognitive measures is pervasive. The magnitude of these differences averages around 1.0 standard deviation; see Roth et al. (2001) for a meta-analysis of mean differences in employment and educational settings. This is widely viewed as a crucial societal problem, and much research and large investment in interventions (e.g., early childhood programs such as Head Start) have been devoted to understanding causes and developing interventions aimed at the problem (Sackett et al., 2001). An incorrect belief that these differences can be eliminated simply by changing the instructional set under which a test is taken may lead to the reduction of effort and resources aimed at this critical problem.

It has been more than 15 years since Sackett et al.’s paper, and we set out to address the question of whether there has been a change in how the Steele and Aronson (1995) results have been described in subsequent research. We examine the peer-reviewed literature and a set of introductory psychology, organizational behavior, and human resource management textbooks to see whether or not there has been a decrease in the mischaracterization of the study.

We note that Warne, Astle, and Hill (2018) conducted a related study, focusing solely on psychology textbooks. Their focus was on mischaracterizations stereotype threat findings more generally, rather than on the Steele and Aronson study. They concluded that 9/13 or 69.2% of textbooks mischaracterized stereotype threat. We note that they categorized a study as a mischaracterization if it concluded that threat accounts for at least part of subgroup differences. We see a disconnect in their argumentation: They used Sackett et al. (2004)’s conclusion that threat did not reduce subgroup differences in Steele and Aronson’s work as the basis for an overall conclusion about stereotype threat. Other work may indeed show some effect. A recent meta-analysis of over 200 studies by Shewach, Sackett, and Quint (2019) reported that minority group test takers scored an average of .31 SD lower in threat conditions across all studies, with this difference reduced to .14 SD in studies with features expected in operational testing conditions, and further re-
duced when applying corrections for publication bias. This work suggests that threat may make a small contribution to group differences. Thus, although we would view a textbook statement that removing threat eliminates group differences as a clear error, a statement that it may contribute in part is one we would not view as an error.

There are also other procedural differences between our work and Warne et al.’s. They focused exclusively on sections of textbooks focused on intelligence, whereas we looked at psychology textbooks in their entirety. We found that threat is at times treated in discussions of intelligence, and other times in chapters on social psychology. They focused on a text’s broad treatment of threat, whereas our focus was limited to characterization of Steele and Aronson (1995). Thus, on conceptual and procedural grounds we do not believe that meaningful comparisons between Warne et al.’s and our work are possible.

METHOD AND RESULTS

We systematically reviewed journal articles, introductory psychology, organizational behavior (OB), and human resource (HR) textbooks that discuss the results of Steele and Aronson (1995). We focused on the 15-year period from 2005 to 2019. We first examined articles and textbooks to determine whether they discussed the results of Steele and Aronson in enough detail to determine whether the conclusions drawn were correct or not; only those with enough detail were included in our analysis. Each article or textbook was initially examined either by the first author or by one of two undergraduate research assistants, who made two determinations: (a) whether there was enough detail to permit an evaluation, and (b) if yes, whether Steele and Aronson’s work was accurately or inaccurately described. These initial coding decisions were then reviewed by the first author and the second author, who is the senior researcher on the team. There was 96% agreement between the first and second authors’ determinations. Consensus was reached in the case of discrepancies. We coded an article as a misinterpretation either if the article explicitly stated that Black and White students performed the same when threat was removed or implied that the absence of stereotype threat eliminates the racial differences in intelligence scores (ex. “demonstrated that African American college students performed more poorly than European American students on the same set of difficult verbal problems when they believed the goal was to assess their intellectual ability rather than to explore ways to enhance their learning skills.”; Krendl et al., 2012). Some examples of both mistaken and correct interpretations are included in the Appendix.

Journal Articles

A Google Scholar search was done to identify journal articles published between 2005 and 2019 that cite Steele and Aronson (1995). This search resulted in 9,150 articles. This number is very large, and because a full article manual search was needed (i.e., not just a search of abstracts) to ascertain what was said in the article about Steele and Aronson, we concluded that an exhaustive search was not feasible given our resources (e.g., at 5 minutes per article, the task would require 692 hours). We decided to include the first 10 articles we located in a given year that reported enough information to make a decision regarding whether the interpretation was correct or not. The vast majority of articles cite Steele and Aronson as a general reference to stereotype threat and do not describe the studies in detail. We ended up manually examining 2,065 articles in order to obtain a sample of 150 articles, 10 per year, that describe the Steele and Aronson findings. Of the final pool of 150 articles, we observed that 56 articles discussed only within-group findings (e.g., comparing Black student test performance under threat and non-threat conditions). In all of these studies the findings were described accurately. This is consistent with Sackett et al. (2004), who concluded that mischaracterization was limited to between-group comparisons and thus focused on within-group comparisons. Of the 94 studies that discussed between-group findings (e.g., comparing Black and White student test performance), 59 (62.8%, 95% CI 50.4% to 75.1%) were inaccurate. It is in these between-group comparisons that the issue of the implications of controlling for a prior test score are important.

Importantly, the Google Scholar article list that we searched listed articles within each year in the order of number of citations that the article had received to date. Thus, our identified articles are not a random sampling of articles but rather reflect the most influential scholarship on the topic. We made a judgment that it was reasonable to do this, as it sheds light on errors in work that is being used; an argument can be made that errors in uncited work are minimally consequential. We conducted a logistic regression analysis using year of publication and citation count as predictors of an accurate/inaccurate description of the Steele and Aronson (1995). The citation counts are highly skewed, with a mean of 131.27 (SD = 216.58) and a median of 50.

Five articles received over 500 citations; the most cited article received 1580 citations. To address skew in the data, we recoded the five articles with over 500 citations to a value of 500. Of the five articles with high citation counts, three incorrectly characterized Steele and Aronson (1995), whereas two articles correctly described the findings. Citation count did not have a significant relationship with whether Steele and Aronson (1995) was characterized correctly (coded 1) versus incorrectly (coded 0; regression coefficient of .003; p = .15). Thus, influential scholarship does not appear to be related to whether or not Steele and Aronson (1995) was mischaracterized. Additional analyses
also showed that year of publication has a statistically non-
significant coefficient of .041 (p = .48).

To further address the lack of random sampling, we
conducted several analyses to examine other factors. Each
article was coded for journal discipline, journal h-index,
article content (whether the article focused specifically
on stereotype threat or not), and article type (whether the
article was an experiment/meta vs. other nonempirical arti-
cles).

The correlation between journal h-index and whether
an article correctly or incorrectly characterized Steele and
Aronson (1995) was nonsignificant (r = .03, p = .77), in-
dicating that there is no relationship with the publishing
journal’s influence. Likewise, the correlation examining
whether article content (was the article focusing stereotype
threat [coded 1] or not [coded 0]) related to whether or not
Steele and Aronson was correctly characterized was not
significant (r = .17, p = .11). Another correlation was used
to examine the relationship between article type (coded 1
if the article was an experiment/meta-analysis and 0 if not)
and the characterization of Steele and Aronson (1995). This
was also nonsignificant (r = -.02, p = .82), indicating there
is no relationship between the type of article and mischar-

Finally, a logistic regression was conducted to exam-
ine whether the discipline of a journal (psychology, math,
education, business, etc.) was related to correctly or incor-
correctly characterizing Steele and Aronson. Each of the
articles was coded into one of six groups: psychology (N =
51), education/educational psychology (N = 13), business
and economics (N = 6), law (N = 4), healthcare, medicine,
gerontology (N = 7), and other (N = 12). This information
was then dummy coded and used as predictors. The results
of the logistic regression showed that there is no significant
difference in error rate between articles in psychology jour-
nals and any other journal discipline.

To supplement the findings, we examined whether the
same authors were consistently mischaracterizing Steele
and Aronson. Two-hundred and forty-four unique authors
were listed on the articles included in the analyses, disre-
garding author order. Sixteen authors were associated with
more than one paper, again irrespective of author order.
Fourteen of them authored two papers, one person authored
two papers, and one person authored four. Seven of these
authors consistently correctly described the findings, four
of them consistently incorrectly described the findings, and
two described the findings both correctly and incorrectly on
separate occasions. The four authors that consistently incor-
rectly described the findings accounted for only six unique
articles.

We assessed whether there was a significant decrease
in the proportion of authors who incorrectly described the
results of Steele and Aronson (1995) in the current study, as
compared to the findings reported by Sackett et al. (2004).

A one-sample z-test was conducted to examine whether the
proportions in our sample significantly differed from the
population findings of Sackett et al. (2004). The percentage
of authors mischaracterizing the results of Steele and Aron-
son between 2005 and 2019 (62.8) is significantly smaller
than the percentage who mischaracterized it in 2004 or
earlier (90.9%; p < .001). To supplement this, we examined
whether the proportion of articles that incorrectly charac-
terized Steele and Aronson each year decreased over time. The
regression results did not show a significant relationship
between time and the proportion of articles that mischar-
terized the findings (p = .57).

A one-sided Fisher’s exact test was also conducted to
determine whether articles that cited Sackett et al. were
more likely to correctly characterized Steele and Aronson’s
(1995) findings. Of the 17 articles found that cite Sackett
et al. (2004), 6 (35.3%) mischaracterize characterize Steele
and Aronson’s findings. The remaining 77 articles do not
cite Sackett et al.; of these 52 (67.5%) incorrectly characte-
risize the findings. For those journal articles that cite Sackett
et al., the proportion of articles incorrectly characterizing
the results of Steele and Aronson is significantly smaller
than the proportion of journal articles that did not cite Sack-
ett et al. and mischaracterized the results (p = .015).

Textbooks

As in Sackett, et al. (2004), psychology textbooks were
collected from the psychology department at a local university
where they had been sent to be considered for course adoption. We note that this is a major research institution,
and one of the largest universities in the U.S., with a medi-
an composite ACT score at the 88th percentile for admitted
students, and with several thousand students per year en-
rolled in introductory psychology. Publishers are eager to
have their texts considered for adoption given class size.
Thus, this is not a random sampling of textbooks but rather
a reasonably comprehensive collection of texts written for
use at such schools. In addition, we accessed introductory
psychology textbooks that were available at no cost online.
We were able to gather 63 introductory psychology text-
books.

In order to collect introductory HR and OB books, all
textbooks in our university’s business school Human Re-
sources and Industrial Relations library were examined. In
addition, we searched freely accessible online versions of
HR and OB textbooks. This process coincidentally resulted
in 38 introductory HR textbooks and introductory 38 intro-
ductive OB textbooks.

Surprisingly, no HR texts treat stereotype threat and
only two OB texts do so; neither of these cite Steele and Ar-
son. Of the 63 introductory psychology textbooks found,
25 discussed the results of Steele and Aronson (1995) in
enough depth to determine whether the results were correct-
ly characterized or not. Of these, 17 address between-group
DISCUSSION

Sackett et al. (2004) clearly outlined the common misinterpretations of Steele and Aronson (1995) in a notable journal. Since then, the error rate in journal articles (62.8%) has significantly decreased, whereas the error rate in textbooks (41.18%) has not. Although there is a significant decrease in mischaracterization in journal articles, a large proportion of publications are still mischaracterizing the results, and we can only speculate as to the reasons why this continues to be a problem at all. In fact, these reasons do not differ from the speculations presented in the original review of the literature (Sackett et al., 2004). The first is that some people who discuss Steele and Aronson (1995) might not have noticed that the performance of the participants was adjusted for SAT. Sackett et al., discuss the appeal of the misunderstood result (e.g., the elimination of group differences) and how that may lead people to overlook the adjustment. Testing and selection based on cognitive ability would be less controversial if it were possible to eliminate the race gap.

The second possibility is that the authors describing the results of Steele and Aronson (1995) simply did not understand the importance of the adjustment for prior SAT scores. The adjustment fundamentally changes the results and their implications, but if authors did not understand the implications of the adjustment, they might not feel that it is necessary to mention or include.

The third possibility discussed in Sackett et al. (2004) is that the omission of the adjustment in the text or in a copy of the graph could be an accidental omission by authors who know the implications of adjustment. They note that even Aronson et al. (1999) omitted the reference to the SAT adjustment, despite the fact that most of Aronson’s other publications do include reference to the adjustment.

A fourth possibility exists that was not discussed in Sackett et al. (2004). It became evident in the review that over time those who referenced the results of the seminal Steele and Aronson (1995) article were not always referencing the original article but rather another author who had previously discussed the results. If one never refers to the original article, and instead cites someone else who discusses the results, it is very possible that they would draw on results that were mistakenly characterized in the article that they are citing. This highlights the importance of referencing original sources in research.

That 35.3% of articles citing Sackett et al. (2004) still mischaracterized the Steele and Aronson (1995) findings was surprising to us. Review of those articles indicated that the treatment of Sackett et al. within the article was generally removed from the treatment of Steel and Aronson, and focused on a different aspect of Sackett et al. For example, Sackett et al. would be cited as part of a discussion of the merits of using a prior test as a control variable in stereotype threat research.

One other factor potentially affecting mischaracterization of Steele and Aronson (1995) is a general change over time in the methodological sophistication of researchers, such that completely independently of Sackett et al. (2004), researchers now more clearly understand the implications of statistical control for prior SAT scores. Aiken, West, and Millsap (2008) surveyed 200 graduate programs in psychology about the quantitative and methodological training provided to graduate students, contrasting results with an earlier survey by Aiken, West, Sechrest, and Reno (1990). Although there was no change over time in the amount of quantitative and methodological training provided, there were shifts in topic focus. More time was devoted to multiple regression in the time period reflected in the more recent survey. As interpreting effects of one variable with other variables controlled is at the heart of multiple regression, the result may be an increase in recognizing the implications of statistical control.

Should there be any question as to whether this mischaracterization has consequences outside discussions within the academic community, we provide some examples of applied situations in which it is relevant. It is common for various individuals or groups to submit amicus curiae (“friend of the court”) briefs in an attempt to influence the Supreme Court in their decisions. In a case challenging race conscious college admissions at the University of Texas, a brief from the National Black Law Students Association (2015) mischaracterized Steele and Aronson’s (1995) findings as showing the group mean differences were eliminated when threat was removed. We found a similar mischaracterization in a brief from the American Sociological Association (2003) in another case challenging race conscious admission at the University of Michigan. There is no ready way to ascertain whether these briefs influenced the court, but their existence does indicate that incorrect interpretations are not merely a self-contained issue within academia.

This paper calls out the mischaracterization of import-
tant work, which allows us to begin to address the problem. The statistically significantly reduced mischaracterization since the 2004 publication of Sackett et al. is positive; however, the mischaracterization that remains is not. In following up on the previous examination of mischaracterization, we hope to continue to shed light on the problem such that mischaracterization becomes much less common.

Limitations

The large number of publications discussing Steele and Aronson (1995) since the publication of Sackett et al. (2004) would have been impractical to examine in its entirety, and as such we sampled 10 articles from each year. Despite the empirical support presented for the sampling procedure, it is important to note that these articles were not randomly sampled from the population but rather represent the first 10 relevant articles in a given year as returned by a Google Scholar search that presented articles in order of the number of citations received. This indicates that there may be less frequently cited articles that also discuss Steele and Aronson’s findings. However, more cited articles generally appear in prestigious journals and as such undergo more rigorous review, so it is possible that our findings underestimate the proportion of misinterpretation.

We also acknowledge that this present research is narrowly focused on the single issue of mischaracterization of the results of a seminal article. However, broader critical examinations of the stereotype threat literature are available elsewhere. Shewach et al. (2019) is a meta-analysis of the threat literature that is not simply a descriptive summary but a critical analysis that leads to the conclusion that stereotype threat effects found in lab settings are reduced to near-zero when conditions expected in high-stakes testing settings are present (e.g., when candidates are motivated to perform well; when tests are scores in the ways used in operational testing settings, namely, number right scoring, as opposed to the proportion correct among items attempted that is used with some frequency in the stereotype threat literature). Sackett and Ryan (2011) offer a critical evaluation of work purporting to show that stereotype threat effects generalize to real-world settings.

Conclusion

In the 15 years since the publication of Sackett et al.’s (2004) paper highlighting the high rates of misinterpretation of Steele and Aronson’s (1995) work on stereotype threat, researchers (62.8%) and textbook authors (41.18%) have continued to mischaracterize the results. Since its publication, there has been a nominal and statistically significant decrease in the proportion of journal articles misrepresenting the results of Steele and Aronson. This decrease is a significant step in the right direction. However, given the visibility of the publication outlet, and the implications of the misunderstanding, one would hope for a much smaller proportion of errors, particularly in textbooks. Perhaps this paper will serve as a second treatment dose and contribute to reduced mischaracterization.
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Appendix

Examples of Incorrect and Correct Characterizations of Steele and Aronson (1995)

Examples of Incorrect Characterizations from Journal Articles

"In Steele and Aronson’s original study, they randomly assigned Black and white students to complete items similar to those on the Graduate Record Exam after being told that the test was either a diagnostic of their verbal abilities or a measure of their problem-solving strategies. Both groups performed equally when they were told that the task was a measure of their problem-solving strategies, but Blacks performed worse when they were told that the task was a diagnostic of their verbal abilities” – Orom, Semalulu, & Underwood (2013), p. 1769

"Social psychology research has demonstrated that Black students perform poorly on standardized tests when race is perceived as a salient contextual factor. When race is not emphasized Blacks perform as well as White students (Steele & Aronson, 1995).” – Bermudez (2018), p.4

"Additionally, minority respondents may have self-reported lower levels of knowledge due to cultural stereotypes of intellectual ability, similar to those that plague women. For example, Steele and Aronson [24] found that black students only underperform compared to white students when they believe their intellectual ability is being tested. " – Selm et al. (2019), p.6

Examples of Correct Characterizations from Journal Articles

“In support of this hypothesis, their experiments revealed that African American college students performed worse than their White peers on standardized test questions when this task was described to them as being diagnostic of their verbal ability but that their performance was equivalent to that of their White peers when the same questions were simply framed as an exercise in problem solving (and after accounting for prior SAT scores)” – Schmader et al. (2008), p. 2.

“In a seminal set of studies, Steele and Aronson (1995) found that Blacks performed worse than Whites when stereotypes about intellectual ability were activated prior to taking a test (e.g., reporting one’s race). However, when the stereotype was less salient (e.g., not reporting race before the test), the performance of Black and White students was equivalent when controlling for previous scores on the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT).” – Clark et al. (2015), p. 532

“Stereotype threat was first described by Steele and Aronson (1995) in their study of how this socio-psychological notion affected the intellectual performance of African Americans. Steele and Aronson assigned African American and White students of similar intellectual abilities to two different groups. For one group a stereotype threat was introduced while the other served as a control. Each group was given a diagnostic exam of intellectual ability. Steele and Aronson found that academic performance of the African American students was significantly lower than their White counterparts when a stereotype threat was perceived.” – Meador (2018), p. 63

Examples of Incorrect Characterizations from Textbooks

“In the ability condition, Black students performed worse than European Americans. In the problem solving condition, they performed the same as European Americans.” – Coon, Mitterer, & Martini (2018), p. 636

"When a test is presented to Black and European American students who have first simply checked a box indicating their ethnicity, the Black Students perform more poorly. When attention is not drawn to ethnicity, no differences in performance emerged” – King (2014), p. 436

Examples of Correct Characterizations from Textbooks

“One group of students, the stereotype threat group, was told that the test accurately assessed their cognitive abilities, a statement that was designed to stimulate thinking about possible racial stereotypes about intelligence. The other group was told that the test was a routine laboratory procedure. Subsequently, the performance of Black and White students on the test
was compared. After controlling for Scholastic Aptitude test (SAT) scores, the black students in the stereotype threat group performed more poorly than did the white students. In contrast, in the nonthreatening condition, Blacks and Whites with equal SAT scores performed similarly on GRE items” – Cacioppo and Freberg (2019), p. 520

“Even when the researchers controlled statistically for preexisting ethnic group difference in verbal ability by using students’ college-entrance SAT scores, the Black–White performance difference on the experimental task was far greater if the students thought that the task measured intelligence than if they were told it was unrelated to intelligence.” – Passer (2011), p. 359-360